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Stay Young
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Artist: The Tunics
Song  : Stay Young
Album : Somewhere in Somebody s Heart
Writer: 

I heard this song, liked it, and couldn t find tabs, lyrics, or anything, so
I had to figure it out.  I don t think it s exactly the way they play it,
but it s pretty close.  I tend to prefer barre chords, so that s how I ve
tabbed it out.  I m not sure what you would call the second Dm chord, so
I ve marked it as Dm^.

For the chorus, I walk down from the F on the 8th fret, as shown below

    F   Am  Dm  Dm^ Bb  Bbm C7     F  F/E Dm C 
e|--1---5---5---5---1---1---3------8--8---5--3---|
B|--1---5---6---6---3---2---5------10-10--6--5---|
G|--2---6---7---8---3---3---3------10-10--7--5---|
D|--3---7---7---7---3---3---5------10-10--7--5---|
A|--3---7---5---5---1---1---3------8--7---5--3---|
E|--1---5---X---X---X---X---X------X--X---X------|

Intro -  F

F                   Am                    Dm
When people get old things seem to matter more
                    Dm^                              Bb
whether they ve got too much on their plate or not enough
                       Bbm                 F      C7
am I in love or have I wasted my life with him

F                    Am                 Dm
when people get old, dreams become realities
                 Dm^                      Bb
well I prefer to dream if you know what I mean
   Bbm                   F      C7
it gives you a reason to live

Chorus:
   Bb                    C7
my love, stay young with me
   F   F/E  Dm  C
forevermore.........
    Bb                Bbm                F    C7
cuz after all, you re only as old as you feel



   Bb                   C7
my love stay young with me
                   F        F/E     Dm     C
and together we ll see what sets in store
   Bb                   Bbm      F      C7
in love we ll stay young forever still

F                    Am                     Dm
when people get old, days no longer mean so much
                                  Dm^
well you get today or whether you waste the day away
          Bb                             Bbm            F     C7
see every day in every way was just as important as the last

    F                  Am                Dm
and when you re young no song is left unsung
                       Dm^                  Bb               
and everyone sings cuz every word means something somehow
   Bbm        F      C7
in somebody s heart

   Bb                    C7
my love, stay young with me
   F   F/E  Dm  C
forevermore.........
    Bb                Bbm                F    C7
cuz after all, you re only as old as you feel

   Bb                   C7
my love stay young with me
                   F        F/E     Dm     C
and together we ll see what sets in store
   Bb                   Bbm      F       C7
in love we ll stay young forever still
        F       C7
forever still
        F       C7
forever still
        F
forever still


